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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

TITLE 
   Commodity Specialist 

NUMBER 
    50000401 

JOB FAMILY 
   Operations 

GRADE 
    8 

DATE REVIEWED 
   May 2012 

FLSA CLASSIFICATION 
    Non-Exempt 

JOB SUMMARY 
Leads PSE’s commodity inspection process by performing complex acceptance inspections, communicating results 
to stakeholder departments, and working with PSE and non-PSE teams to resolve non-conformances.  Supports 
continuous improvement efforts by recommending changes to inspection plans and processes.  Utilizes field 
knowledge to support commodity evaluations, and ensure that final selections can be used efficiently by 
construction crews and other field personnel.  Supports material performance evaluations by inspecting in-service 
commodities, and performing destructive testing. 
 
Upholds the safety compliance standards inherent in PSE’s operating and/or field procedures related to work 
responsibilities. Promotes and supports a culture of total safety. 
 

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 
 Applies knowledge of commodity ‘form, fit and function’ to inspect materials used in PSE’s gas and electric 

system.  
 Performs required inspections and tests to assure product compliance with PSE specifications, purchasing 

descriptions and approved manufacturers.  
 Prepares written reports for non-compliant items, reports findings and forwards documentation to the 

Commodity Engineer.  
 Retrieves data and completes research to perform required tasks including copies of applicable drawings, 

purchase order text, standards and specifications, engineer inspection plans, etc.   
 Interprets requirements of inspection plans, commodity specifications and purchasing descriptions for PSE 

materials.  
 Maintains rejection data and records and stores all required documentation in inspection files.  
 Recognizes and identifies specifics of non-conforming material and inspection errors and initiates resolution. 
 Reads and interprets PSE standards and specifications, and uses inspection tools for measuring and 

performing product inspection. 
 Prioritizes work requests as to not delay materials for construction. 
 Performs commodity inspections at remote worksites or storage locations.  
 Supports Standards engineering staff with a variety of tasks related to materials.  
 Meets with vendors to demonstrate and communicate product concerns and non-compliance.  
 Periodic weekend and evening work may be required. 
 Performs other duties as assigned. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 Washington State driver's license.  
 Basic computer skills. 
 Excellent verbal and written skills.    
 Excellent mechanical aptitude. 
 Basic calibration knowledge. 
 Ability to understand traceability (product, material, calibration). 

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 2-5 years experience with utility materials, tools and construction. 
 Knowledge and familiarity with gas and electric materials. 
 Experience with SAP, WORD, EXCEL, ACCESS. 
 Practical experience with PSE construction and material standards, and working.  
 Working knowledge of PSE construction practices and safety codes.  
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 Knowledge of testing methods 
 Proficient in the use of digital cameras and camera software 

 

 


